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Plastic army men are something most people have seen growing up. They are the replica of the real
soldiers in plastic form. These toys have been popular since World War I, when they were green in
color and were sold in chunks. Now days it's available in a wide range of colors. Itâ€™s usually found in
packets but you can get individual pieces too.

Toy army men are well equipped with plastic guns, backpacks, caps etc. The most common color
used is green, then there are gray, blue, yellow etc to represent the opposition. Unbreakable plastic
is used to make them, thus it can withstand normal wear and tear. They cost much less compared
to the ones sold in hobby shops which are made up of different materials like metal, woods etc.

toy army men have been the object of entertainment and inspiration for kids all across the globe for
a very long time. It can be used as a decorative item as well as a toy. There are different types of
war games that can be played with these little soldiers. One of the most popular ones includes
blowing up the soldiers with fire crackers. Plastic army men are available at almost all the
departmental and discount stores. If you want something specific there are certain websites that
sells them too. You can order it online and they will deliver it to you. As per the price it varies
according to the type of plastic used the number of pieces, the size and the accessories present. A
bag containing 150-200 small green army men can cost somewhere around $20.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
:- For more information on a plastic army men, check out the info available online; these will help
you learn to find the http://www.classictoysoldiers.com/cgi-
bin/ctsc6/rtl/cat_dsply.cgi?cat_id000059&CategoryPlastic%20Army%20Men !
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